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Aisling has every reason in the world to like her life as it is: away from the shifter community.

Tucked in her little corner of the world, she sees no reason to gets involved in the drama of the ever

warring packs, until trouble knocks at her door.Trouble wrapped in a delicious package her cat

wants to claw. Raygan didn't know what he expected when he moved his pride to the loner's

territory; maybe having to deal with a criminal, or someone in hiding. Instead, he found a fiercely

protective, insanely attractive lunatic with secrets he wants to unravel. A lunatic who might very well

be his fated mate.
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This is the first book I have read by May Sage but it will not be the last. The hero is an Alpha Feline

named Rygan who has a small pride that is a real mixture he has cats, a witch and a seer and well

as various children he has adopted including a little girl who was left on his doorstep as a new born.

The pride keeps being attacked by wolves with no reason that they know. They have moved several

times but the wolves keep finding them. The seer Hsu sees a vision of an attack that kills all the

children and non-fighters. In trying to find a way out Daunte has a fleeting thought that Hsu says will



work. Daunte is reluctant but takes them to Aisling who doesn't welcome them but tells them they

can stay a little while. Her house makes Rygan uneasy because her windows are open and her

house is a cat rescue home. It turns out that Rygan and Aisling are true mate but there are many

bumps in the road. I will be buying the next in the series after my retirement comes in.You will love

Aisling's cat when she shifts.

This was one of this right and fast reads. I loved the premises of the story. It is mostly about cat

shifters and a lit but of wolves and witches in the mix. The writing was good and fast paced. I loved

Rygan and Aisling. The secondary characters of Daunte, Coveney, Jas, Tracy, Ola , Hsu and the

kids was amazing and cute at the same time. I have to agree with another reviewer that this was a

bit short to be a full length novel. I honestly don't care about short stories or bonus contents

because if I buy a book it's for the main story.

First book I have read by this author. First in series. This is a somewhat different take on shifters.

Same as they have alphas,submissives,dominate wolves and so on.Different as the some of the

shifters couldn't tell what species a child was and a few other differences. Ace is a dominate shifter

from a shifter known as "The Butcher" who it turned out actually mated with another species ( can't

say as it will spoil story) Rye alpha of a small pack takes in any type of shifter that needs help.t

Absolutely loved Kitty Cat! Ace and Rye are fierce, but lovable warriors who fight for those that need

their protection. I have read May Sage books before and been impressed, so it was no hardship to

pick up this one. The mystique thru out the book about Daunte and Ace, the complexities of the

shifter hierarchy, the magic and shifters, all come together to give us a well written quick read.

Definitely deserves the five stars!

This book has it all drama,fighting,loyal friends and cute felines. This book is about a fierce saber

tooth tiger who is in protection mode and a hot sexy woman who is in liner mode,who invaded by an

entire pride one of which who is her mate. This book has a slight happy ending but you know it's

only a matter of time,can't wait to see what the little one and the seer get into as they mature.

This was an interesting story. Aisling was a loner and Rayden was an Alpha of mostly felines. They

got attack by wolves so they moved to where Aisling livres. Her brother was in their pride and he

told them not to say or do anything. They didn't know they were brother and sister. Later in the book



it was revealed that Aisling an d Reyden were fated mates. They called some allies to help

Wow!!! I fricking loved this book. The story itself was really interesting and kept me drawn into what

was happening. The characters were unique and I loved the mating dance between Rye and Ace. A

really good book....and highly recommended. I am looking forward to reading the next in the series.

Kudos to the author, May Sage....I love her books.

I love love love Kitty Cat. May Sage has such a great way of drawing you into all of her books, but

Kitty Cat makes shifters seem like real people too. Can't wait for the next in the series.My review

represents my opinion completely and honestly. I have not been coerced or influenced in any way,

however, I did receive this title for free.
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